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VAT RISK REVIEW (VRR)

The VRR is not designed to provide detailed assurance in
respect of the Client’s VAT affairs but was developed to
identify high-level risk areas where VAT was or may
potentially not be treated correctly. Our VRR includes the
verification of selected transactions and focus areas which
the Tax Authority would generally audit. VAT IT utilises its
own software and techniques to ensure that the data is
accurately and timeously analysed. 
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VRR, What Does It Involve?

The VRR is not designed to provide detailed assurance in respect of the Client’s
VAT affairs but was developed to identify high-level risk areas where VAT was or
may potentially not be treated correctly. Our VRR includes the verification of
selected transactions and focus areas which the Tax Authority would generally
audit. VAT IT utilizes its own software and techniques to ensure that the data is
accurately and timeously analysed. 

Our Service Offering:

Determine whether Turnover reconciles to the VAT 201 declaration;
Perform a high-level sample review of Input Tax and Output Tax
documentation to determine compliance;
A high-level interview with the relevant staff to determine VAT risk areas;
An Accounts Payable and Accounts Receivable Data Analysis for a 12-month
period to identify potential risk areas; and
A detailed electronic report of our findings together with the Accounts Payable
and Accounts Receivable Report.

The VRR includes the following:
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